
Written Answers from the Department
for Energy Security and Net Zero –
wind turbines

Department for Energy Security and Net Zero provided the following answer to
your written parliamentary question (184257):

Question:
To ask the Secretary of State for Energy Security and Net Zero, if he will
make an estimate of the proportion of the cost of manufacturing new wind
turbines for use in the UK that has been incurred in factories based in the
UK in the last three years. (184257)

Tabled on: 10 May 2023

Answer:
Graham Stuart:

The Department does not hold this data.

The answer was submitted on 18 May 2023 at 16:40.

Written Answers from the Department
for Energy, Security and Net Zero –
heat pumps

Department for Energy Security and Net Zero provided the following answer to
your written parliamentary question (184253):

Question:
To ask the Secretary of State for Energy Security and Net Zero, if his
Department has made an estimate of the take up rate for heat pumps in
existing dwellings up to 2030. (184253)

Tabled on: 10 May 2023

Answer:
Graham Stuart:

The Department for Energy Security and Net Zero estimates that current and
proposed policies could support total retrofit heat pump uptake of around
60,000 in FY24/25, 90,000 in FY25/26, 150,000 in FY26/27, 250,000 in FY27/28,
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400,000 in FY28/29 and between 500,000 – 700,000 in 2030.

The answer was submitted on 18 May 2023 at 16:38.

My Telegraph Article on Hydrogen and
Energy

The government takes its net zero ambitions seriously . It  is embarking on a
trial village scheme to see if we could all heat our homes with hydrogen.
Many people would prefer to keep their current boilers and pipes and switch
to hydrogen when it is safe and affordable to do so. Heat pumps are a hard
sell with doubts expressed about the costs of  installing them, the costs of
running them and the adequacy of the heat in older homes. The government 
have various issues to trial around hydrogen  safety, leaks and
affordability.  When would the cost of it come down? Will it  become
competitive with current natural gas charges?  Is it a priority to introduce
it into homes, or to develop it for powering trucks and heavy plant where
batteries are more difficult?

The truth is the green revolution cannot take off until there are products
and services people want to buy and can afford that will take natural gas and
solid fuel heating out of homes and replace diesel and petrol vehicles. For
this reason government has concentrated more on getting the electricity
industry to make a major change to how it generates its power first, and has
instructed business to put themselves on a faster joruney to net zero than
individuals and families. There is no point in making people go electric if 
generation is not green.  The danger is in doing so the government intervenes
too much in our energy  system, raising costs and charges and damaging
national resilience and supply. It is not a green win if the UK replaces
domestically produced gas with imported LNG, as that produces far more CO2 in
its compression, transport and conversion than using our own gas from a North
Sea field by pipe. Nor is it a world win if we make energy too expensive here
driving steel, ceramics and other energy industries out of the country. We
will then have the additional CO2 for transporting the imports as well as
losing the jobs and tax revenue.

In its latest Energy Bill the government proposes making an additional tax
charge on energy users to cover the costs of some of the development work on
hydrogen. This is the latest in a series of extra taxes on energy. We have
very  high carbon taxes through an emissions trading scheme which the UK has
made severe. There are windfall taxes on energy profits. The rate of general
business profits tax has been raised by 31% this year. The costs of getting
permits and complying with all of the requirements if you still want to put
in a power station, drill for gas or build a wind farm have also gone up,
whilst the electricity grid is not large enough for the extra renewables
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wanting to use it. The main energy policy seems to be to get investors to put
in  more pipes and cables to the continent so we can import more, especially
when the wind is not blowing and the sun is not shining and we are short of
power. This model results in yet dearer energy as we have to bid into a
European  market that is often short of power itself.

There has to be some end to this policy of ever more taxes and 
interventions. Some  industries in the UK are not competitive today because
of our energy costs. Government then has to boost public spending by granting
sbsidies to industries that cannot survive with current energy prices, giving
back some of the taxes it has imposed. This is a self destroying money go
round, where not imposing the tax in the first place would be a better
answer.

Reading University

I gave a lecture yesterday to the Henley Business School at Reading
University at the invitation of the Chancellor. I will post a video of it
when they send me their recording. We had good discussions about growth, the
environment and the role of ESG considerations in management.

All Souls lecture – ‘The great western
inflation should lead to changes at
the Central Banks’

‘The great western inflation should lead to changes at the Central Banks’

Rt Hon Sir John Redwood will be giving a lecture on the great western
inflation of the last two years. He will examine the role of the Central
banks, explain how they could have avoided the general price rises, and ask
how the Bank of Japan, the Swiss Central Bank and the People’s Bank of China
kept inflation down. He will point out that contrary to common accounts the
Fed and the Bank of England are not independent but work closely with
Treasury officials and the wider government they serve. He will make
recommendations for changes to the models and approach the three main western
Central banks use. He will cover the question of how Quantitative easing and
Quantitative tightening have added to the problems and blurred dividing lines
between Central Bank and government financial and budget policies.
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John Redwood has written and spoken on economic topics for many years. He
warned against the destabilising effects of the European Exchange Rate
Mechanism on the UK economy in the 1980s, warned about excessive credit and
lending in the mid-2000s prior to the banking crash and argued against
Quantitative tightening extending into 2021 and 2022 when recovery was well
set after recognising its need in 2020 to offset lockdowns.

Event time: 11:00 – 12:30
Venue: All Soul College, Old Library, Oxford, OX1 4AL

The event has been published on the University website:
https://www.ox.ac.uk/event/great-western-inflation-should-lead-changes-centra
l-banks

And also, on the College’s
website: https://www.asc.ox.ac.uk/event/great-western-inflation-sir-john-redw
ood

Both links include a link to the registration form, which you can access
directly by clicking here: https://forms.office.com/e/sWmVQEZdkV
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